
New Reproduction Victorian Black & White Geometric Peak District.
Our Clients Donald Rae & Melanie Tebbutt called us in to design a new floor for 
the porch (a new build) and to continue into the entrance of their Victorian 
House.

The original entrance to the house had terrazzo tiles laid in the porch/entrance 
area and finished with a dilapidated stone step.

Our survey took note of the fact that the original entrance was slightly askew to 
the new porch, we measured up for the tiles and included a few boxes of full size 
tiles to be used to custom fit any awkward areas.

The first part of the contract was getting a perfectly flat floor finish that we could 
tile upon, as can be seen by the before picture in the Reference, the original porch 
floor had been finished with a rough ripple concrete screed.

We chipped any of the very high ripples out of the porch floor; we chopped up 
the terrazzo floor tiles and chipped the stone step down to the same approx level 
as the porch floor. After that we laid a coat of fast-setting self-leveller, this went 
off over night allowing us to set out and begin marking border sections and 
positions for the field tiles, laying a geometric floor is a precise job and requires 
that the geometric tiler should know how the floor will look before the first tile is 
laid and have noted the positions of all the salient aesthetic points on the floor 
which will need to be positioned so that the symmetry of the floor is as near 
perfect as is possible.

A bit out and even the un-trained eye will pick out any tile that isn’t in position 
correctly.

Because as I mentioned earlier the porch and the original entrance are not square 
to each other we needed to use a threshold bridge between the two floors, this is a 
design device I have used often, it allows for two disparate floors to be set out as 
distinct separate floors using the threshold to both link them and divide the 
difference at the same time.

Without resorting to such an innovation the floor would be ruined! because if the 
floor had been laid from either way = porch laid first into the original entrance or 
vice versa the askew nature of the two floor would have resulted in one side 
being so out of whack it the floor would have looked terrible.
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For that reason we set the original inner porch/entrance out first and also made 
allowance for a short dog-leg section which again is treated as a separate section 
of the floor, which meant this small black & white geometric had in fact 4 
separate sections of floor, threshold, small dog-leg, main inner floor + the larger 
outer porch floor.
Below the original porch floor inner & outer before the B&W geometric tiled floor 
is fitted.

 
DR original porch floor showing terrazzo tiles/ stone step & ripple concrete outer 
floor.

This rough concrete and the inner floor and step took some hours to reduce to a 
decent level and flat enough to be able to lay a self-leveller over the whole floor.
The surface of any floor prior to tiling must be as flat as is possible but not 
necessarily level, as in some house’s a level floor main mean ending up with steps 
going down or up into rooms off a hallway, but the floor must be as flat as 
possible and not be subject to any movement either.
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Lack of correct prep work is the downfall of many people who want to carry out 
craftwork in a slip-shod fashion. We have taken as long 10 hours setting out 
before laying a tile.

Finished Black & White Geometric tiled floor.
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 Black & White Geometric showing small inset design.
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Bridging Threshold design in the Black & White Geometric tiled floor.
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Finished outer porch Black & White geometric tiled floor.
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Excellent reference from our clients.


